Access to health care for ethnic minority populations

A Szczepura

This paper reviews the research evidence on access to health care by ethnic minority populations, and discusses what might need to be done to improve access to services. Research on the process of care, and the quality of care received, is considered as well as studies examining uptake of services. Changes in legal context are increasing the pressure on healthcare organisations to examine and adapt their services to ensure equitable access. Examples presented include a new UK population cancer screening programme. The main challenges for clinicians, managers, and policy makers in ensuring equitable access are discussed.

In most healthcare systems, it is acknowledged that black and minority ethnic (BME) populations have until now experienced poorer health and barriers to accessing certain services. Closing the health gap for people in these population groups is now an important priority. In the UK, as in other countries, the growth of various ethnic communities and linguistic groups, each with its own cultural traits and health profiles, presents a complex challenge to healthcare practitioners and policy makers in terms of achieving equitable access. This paper presents some of the research evidence on access by ethnic minority populations, and considers what might need to be done to improve the situation. The discussion is based on a number of reviews undertaken by the author examining the evidence on population diversity and variations in service uptake, health outcomes, effective patient communication, and involvement in decision making.1–4

At the same time, evidence of good practice is also beginning to emerge in some parts of the world. One of the largest BME populations is found in the USA, with nearly one in two Americans expected to be a member of a racial or ethnic minority group by 2050.5 Findings from the US 2000 census similarly show major health disparities, with “settled” groups such as black Americans and American Indians, as well as more recent immigrant groups such as Asians and Hispanics, at higher risk of missing the benefits of health care. As a result, the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality has recently been asked to produce an annual National Healthcare Disparities Report that will consider “disparities in health care delivery as it relates to racial factors” plus an annual National Health Care Quality Report; both reports will use a common framework because it is recognised that “disparities often present as inequalities in quality”, in other words even if certain groups use a service they may still experience inferior quality care and, therefore, poorer access.6 The publication of these US reports provides the first comprehensive snapshot of disparities and quality of care for ethnic minority groups in the United States; performance measures underlying both reports will be used to monitor progress towards improved healthcare delivery for these and other disadvantaged groups.7

In the UK, a similar need to close the health gap for ethnic minorities is recognised by bodies such as the Department of Health and professional associations. Furthermore, after the implementation of the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 in April 2001, a statutory duty has been laid upon the NHS and other UK public service agencies to “have due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination”, and to ensure that every new action or policy considers the implications for racial equality.8 The NHS has, since April 1996, expected that all hospital trusts would record data relating to the ethnic origin of all “admitted patients” (including day cases). Although there has been a steady growth in collection of these data, levels of completion remain low, and this makes disparities in healthcare access difficult to monitor in the UK. Thus, a consistent message from the literature on access is the need for better ethnic monitoring data in the NHS, and for greater use to be made of these data to justify its collection. Low completion levels may partly be because of the perceived sensitivity of this area on the part of healthcare workers, and also possibly because the information collected may be insufficiently detailed for clinical care and health service planning purposes.9

The slow implementation of ethnic monitoring data recording in the NHS means that, unlike the USA, it has not been possible to develop a UK overview of disparities in service access for BME populations or to monitor these nationally.7 At the same time, there is evidence from the 2001 and earlier censuses that health disparities exist in the UK, and that levels of long term illness are higher in most BME groups than in the general population, especially for older age groups.10 11 Furthermore, in terms of service quality indicators, analysis of responses to the patient satisfaction surveys undertaken on behalf of the NHS shows distinct differences for ethnic minority groups.12 But, UK data on ethnic minority groups
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and disparities in health and quality of care has not been integrated, unlike the initiative set in motion by the Department of Health and Human Sciences in the USA.

The UK has a comparatively large BME population and this is gradually increasing in size. In the 2001 census, the BME population was 7.9% (or 4.6 million), having risen from a figure of 5.5% in 1991 and 4.2% in 1981. The south Asian group accounts for about half of this population (2 million people). There are also 1.15 million “black” people, including nearly 0.6 million from the more established “black Caribbean” population and nearly half a million “black Africans”. These populations are more youthful in age structure than the white population, which means that ethnic minority population growth will remain rapid over the coming years. The BME population is principally located in England, where 1 in 11 of the population is currently from such groups; just over half (46%) are of south Asian origin (including Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladeshi groups), 23% are of Caribbean and African origin, and the remainder of various origins including Chinese, Arabs, and “mixed” backgrounds. According to the 2001 census, nearly half (45%) of the minority ethnic population lives in the Greater London area, where they form 29% of the population overall. A further 13% of the BME population is resident in the West Midlands. Certain minorities are even more concentrated in London—for example, 78% of the black African population lives in London, as does nearly two thirds of the Caribbean origin population (61%). Information on certain ethnic minority groups such as asylum seekers and seasonal or migrant workers is more difficult to find. These groups are likely to be poorly recorded in sources such as the census and other national datasets (for example, Labour Force Survey, for migrant workers). However, estimates are available of the numbers of refugees and asylum seekers in London16; and research also highlights issues relating to their access to health and services.17 In contrast, there is little information available on seasonal and migrant workers or their health needs, although clearly this group will become increasingly important as the UK encourages such workers, especially from other parts of the EU and eastern Europe.

ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE COMPARED WITH SERVICE PROVISION

Appropriate access to health care for a diverse population requires more than simply providing the service. Provision alone cannot ensure access to care for all people, regardless of their religion, culture, or ethnic background. This has recently been acknowledged in the NHS, as has the requirement for a major re-think of concepts previously held about access to services by BME groups:

Diversity is a fairly new word in Britain. Prior to recognition of diversity, the idea was that some services for black and minority ethnic groups could be provided, but the quality of services and whether they reached the population was not an issue. When black and minority ethnic groups raised the issue of services not reaching them, the standard answer was, “but we are providing the services of a link worker or an advocate and we are meeting your religious and cultural needs.”

The same author had previously in 1996 identified a need for improvements in access to cancer screening and treatment programmes for ethnic minorities, when presenting the Department of Health’s perspective on these services:

“The Government’s ‘Health of the Nation’ report produced in 1993 by the Department of Health identifies key areas, including cancer, where improvements in mortality and morbidity could be achieved, and an essential element relates to the needs of black and minority ethnic people. It is, for example, now well recognised that in terms of screening, treatment and palliation, cancer services are not always accessible and sensitive to the needs of this section of the population.”

A recent review on access to, and uptake of, NHS services by ethnic minorities has identified the following three dimensions of equitable access:

- having equal access via appropriate information;
- having access to services that are relevant, timely, and sensitive to the person’s needs;
- being able to use the health service with ease, and having confidence that you will be treated with respect.

In summary, access is clearly linked to equal care, as it is accepted that “access-related factors may be the most significant barriers to equitable care”. Equitable access has been defined as “care that does not vary in quality because of personal characteristics, such as gender, ethnicity, geographical location and socio-economic status”. Adequate access is also linked to timeliness and the quality of services, as exemplified by definitions such as “the timely use of personal health services to achieve the best health outcomes”. Thus, definitions of “access” that are limited to service uptake or “receipt of care” are clearly inadequate unless they also consider the process of accessing care, and the quality of care received by ethnic minority groups.

Definitions of “access” that are limited to service uptake or “receipt of care” are clearly inadequate unless they also consider the process of accessing care, and the quality of care received by ethnic minority groups.

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL COMPETENCE

In countries and regions that have experience of population diversity (especially the USA, Australia, Canada, and also the United Kingdom) consideration is now being given to developing linguistic and cultural competence in healthcare organisations. In particular, it is acknowledged that, in a range of clinical areas where access is shown to be poor, healthcare services now need to develop policies and structures to begin to tackle such disparities. Policies should focus on both linguistic and cultural competence; and they should have the capacity to adapt to the changing cultural contexts of the communities served.
Extensive evidence is emerging on the need for cultural competence, as well as linguistic competence, in healthcare organisations.

**Linguistic competence**
Linguistic competence describes the capacity of an organisation and its personnel to communicate effectively, and convey information in a manner that is easily understood by diverse audiences including persons of limited English proficiency, and those who have low literacy skills or are not literate. This is clearly of key importance in ensuring equitable access for many ethnic minority populations. Improved access for such populations might require provision of: bilingual/bicultural staff; foreign language interpreting services; link workers/advocates; materials developed and tested for specific cultural, ethnic, and linguistic groups; translation services including those of: (a) legally binding documents (for example, consent forms), (b) hospital signage; (c) health education materials, (d) public awareness materials and campaigns; and ethnic media in languages other than English, for example, television, radio, internet, newspapers, periodicals.

**Cultural competence**
Although language barriers may be important, it is also well reported that various dimensions of culture can influence successful healthcare delivery to ethnic minority populations. Cultural differences are also likely to be more persistent than language needs in immigrant groups. Cultural dimensions might include:
- patients’ health, healing, and wellness belief systems;
- how illness, disease, and their causes are perceived;
- the behaviour of patients/consumers seeking health care, and their attitudes toward healthcare providers;
- the views and values of those delivering health care.

Thus, healthcare organisations and their staff need to be culturally as well as linguistically competent. Improved responsiveness to the health beliefs, practices, and cultural needs of patients is clearly required to provide equitable access to healthcare services for diverse populations. Such provision should also recognise that the provider and the ethnic minority patient each bring their own individual learned patterns of language and culture to the healthcare experience.

**STUDIES OF DISPARITY IN ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE FOR ETHNIC MINORITY POPULATIONS**
Reviews of evidence on the use of NHS services by ethnic minorities would seem to provide evidence of the presence of access problems. However, the findings may not be conclusive. For example, studies often rely on receipt of care or uptake levels as a measure of access, and this does not allow for variations in levels of need in different populations. Also, studies of access should ideally control for income and other social factors to check whether the differences in uptake observed might be explained by factors other than ethnicity. Even though there are comparatively few rigorous studies of this type, it is generally accepted that ethnic differences in access to health services cannot simply be reduced to socioeconomic factors.

Examination of the research literature on access identifies a consistent pattern in most disease areas in terms of the evidence available. Most articles focus on the differential uptake of services or receipt of care; there are fewer papers reporting research on process, including barriers to accessing care and factors influencing these; and there is very little peer reviewed literature on the evaluation of interventions to improve access. The latter group are found mainly in the “grey” literature.

The available evidence thus falls into three main categories, and provides different types of evidence as follows.

**Quantitative analyses of uptake or receipt of care**
Such research can show apparent inequalities and raise questions about the causes of these, using methods such as secondary analysis of data collected for other purposes, or questionnaire based surveys. These studies do not usually offer an explanation, but they can flag up the presence of disparities that require further investigation.

**Process oriented research**
This can provide potential explanations, often using focus groups or semi-structured interviews to explore possible reasons for any disparities identified through quantitative analyses. By identifying barriers to access, such research can also build up an evidence base for possible intervention studies. Yet other studies in this area present descriptions of “good practice” (for example, Bowes and Domokos and Shah). Although such research does not usually provide evidence of effectiveness, it can once again provide evidence for the types of interventions that might be worth evaluating, as well as showing their feasibility. It is perhaps significant that most of the literature reporting process oriented research comes to a similar conclusion, namely the essentially rational behaviour of patients, and the need for evaluation of interventions to improve access.

**Intervention studies**
This research requires the actual implementation and assessment of interventions designed to improve access and uptake. Such studies form a small minority of published studies on access. Where such research has been undertaken very few, if any, studies consider the cost or the cost effectiveness of the interventions evaluated. Some research has been undertaken to estimate the cost of providing interpreter, advocacy, and translation services, and this has been used to allocate some resources to different areas in the NHS.
By identifying barriers to access, researchers can build up an evidence base for possible intervention studies. At present, there are very few intervention studies and virtually none consider the costs or cost effectiveness of interventions.

FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE BY ETHNIC MINORITY GROUPS

Explanations offered by researchers for reported disparities in access to health services fall into two main groups. The first group are linked to intrinsic or “personal” factors; these include the particular needs of ethnic minority people that must be met as part of ensuring equitable access. The second group are associated with extrinsic or organisational factors; these focus on the organisation itself and its healthcare delivery and planning systems.

Intrinsic or personal factors
Cultural differences
This is offered as a key explanation for disparities in access to health services by BME populations. This explanation recognises that people identify themselves with a social group on cultural grounds, and that diverse racial and ethnic groups may respond differently because of their particular health beliefs and behaviours. Cultural dimensions highlighted include: religion that may affect compliance or access to services; sex, which is commonly mentioned as an obstacle to service access by women; differential presentation including “somatisation” of symptoms, which is reported to lead to service access by women; differential presentation including “fatalism” or shyness, which may also lead to a reluctance to seek help resulting in late presentation; and other cultural factors such as family dynamics may mean people cannot easily attend or take up services without the support of family members. Cultural dimensions highlighted that health professionals need to take into account these types of cultural beliefs and values when communicating with patients or users. Linked to this, there may be a need for visual representation (that is, pictorial reference to ethnic groups, cultures) in posters and other healthcare materials.

Language and literacy
Clearly poor linguistic competence will be a major barrier to access for some people. In such cases interpreting services are required to adequately diagnose, consent, and treat these people. This can be a complex organisational task. For example, recent surveys show that over 300 languages are used in London homes. Furthermore, high levels of need seem to exist among UK adults, with only 14% of Bengals, 26% of Gujeratis, 41% of Chinese, and 32% of refugees reported to have a survival level of competence in the use of English in 1996. In the most populous south Asian groups in the UK (Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi) there is also good evidence that ability to speak English is lower for women than men, is much poorer for those born outside the UK, and declines with increasing age. Differences in literacy might be another important factor. Firstly, although people may be able to speak English they might not be able to read it. Estimates differ but there is general agreement that fewer than one third of older Bangladeshi and Pakistani women (50–75 years of age) can read English; and fewer than two thirds of older men. In some cases, there may be no written form of their own language (for example, this is the case for Sylhetis, which are more than one in two “over 50s”’ of Bangladeshi origin report as their main language).

Poor linguistic competence is an important barrier to access for many with high levels of need among older ethnic minority adults.

“Newness” or user ignorance
This factor is related to the migrant status of people in the BME population, and shows itself through unfamiliarity with the NHS and limited knowledge of available services. Additional dimensions such as the lack of “grandparenting” within the social group (that is, family, friends, or other networks supplying expert advice) are also identified as important. User ignorance has been offered as an explanation for patterns of poor access to services reported for new populations as they first come into contact with different forms of health care. For example, much of the initial literature on user ignorance in the UK was linked to studies of access to antenatal care and obstetric care, and subsequently to low uptake of services for older people.

Extrinsic or organisational factors
Differential needs and provision
In some cases, barriers to access may be linked to poor provision of certain services required specifically for ethnic minority groups. In the UK, this might include services for “ethnic” diseases such as haemoglobinopathies—that is, sickle cell disease among people of West African origin and West Indian descent, and thalassaemia among populations of south Asian and Mediterranean origin. Access to such “minority” services may be poor because they are not required by the majority white population and therefore provision is poor. In other cases, low levels of uptake of services (and apparent poor access) may be attributable to the relative rarity of certain diseases in ethnic minority populations (for example, cystic fibrosis). Both examples are linked to variations in the level of need for certain services in ethnic minority populations. However, even where need seems to be low, service provision should take account of the fact that diverse populations may still be at risk, and also that their risk profile may change over time, especially for conditions that are linked to lifestyle and environmental factors as well as genetic makeup.

Location
The location of health services may result in poor access for certain mobile populations (for example, traveller gypsies, refugees, etc). Also, as settled ethnic populations move, for example through the process of suburbanisation, there may be a lag in providing appropriate services (for example, advocacy/link workers) in these new locations.

Staff training needs
Finally, healthcare staff may have strong stereotypical views, lack cultural awareness, and ability, or generally manage patients from diverse backgrounds in an unsuitable manner, which can create barriers and generate resentment. The literature suggests that institutional racism should be tackled as part of any intervention to improve access for ethnic
minority users. In addition, healthcare organisations may need to improve the diversity of their workforce, something that cannot be achieved by merely recruiting more ethnic minority individuals; it is recognised that diversity training for the existing majority workforce should be an integral part of this activity. Other forms of training may also be required. For example, the training of clinicians to recognise key symptoms, for example, sickle cell crisis; administrative training to cope with distinctive naming systems; and last, but not least, training in the use of interpreters.

A CASE EXAMPLE: ACCESS TO NHS POPULATION CANCER SCREENING PROGRAMMES

One example of poor access to health care by BME populations, and the need for policies and structures to tackle this, is that provided by cancer screening programmes in the UK.

Cervical and breast cancer screening

The two existing UK cancer screening programmes (cervical and breast) have consistently shown low uptake by ethnic minority groups over a number of years, particularly for south Asians. Hoare reviewed the UK evidence on uptake of breast cancer screening in 1996 and showed lower uptake among ethnic minority women. There is similar evidence of lower uptake of cervical cancer screening by south Asian women (Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladeshis), although uptake in the African Caribbean population has been reported to be high. Furthermore, UK studies that have compared cervical and breast cancer screening in diverse populations consistently show that breast screening uptake is lower.

The four main reasons identified by researchers for low uptake in both programmes seem to be a lack of knowledge among women from the ethnic communities about screening services; language barriers; inaccurate screening registers, including poor awareness of minority ethnic naming systems, compounded for Asian women by extended visits to the Indian subcontinent; and a lack of referral/recommendations by healthcare professionals and physicians. Early articles (from 1991 onwards) on cervical cancer screening identified administration, language needs, and poor knowledge of the screening service as important barriers. A more recent (1999) paper also highlighted professional perceptions and poor communication. Furthermore, as might be expected, cervical cancer screening rates seem to be more strongly associated with practice characteristics than do breast screening rates; for example, cervical smear uptake rates are higher in practices with a female partner; although a similar effect is not apparent for breast screening.

For breast cancer screening, early research (from 1992 onwards) similarly identified poor health information, errors in the screening register, and lack of knowledge of screening as important factors. Later papers continued to report lack of knowledge plus the need for active physician encouragement as important factors. Research has also highlighted the need for more attention to broader questions of power relations and indirect discriminations. At the same time, some early research did report comparable uptake of cervical cancer screening among South Asian women. However, more recent research (2001) seems to show that the disparities in uptake of both cervical and breast cancer screening observed earlier have not yet been rectified.

Although there is considerable literature on disparities in screening uptake, there is little research reporting attempts to improve access to cancer screening for ethnic minority populations. The UK literature reports only one trial for cervical cancer screening; this found that home visits were more effective than a postal leaflet, with some evidence that home viewed videos may be particularly effective in one of the most hard to reach groups, Urdu speaking Pakistanis.

Colorectal cancer screening

The NHS is currently considering the introduction of a new population cancer screening programme; colorectal cancer (CRC) screening using a self administered faecal occult blood test (FOBT), followed by colonoscopy for those who screen positive. Colorectal cancer is the second most common cause of all cancer deaths in the UK, with five year survival of about 40% and 16 170 deaths in 2001. In 2000, the UK National Screening Committee established a pilot to assess the feasibility of introducing this third cancer screening programme. At that time there was no evidence on probable CRC screening uptake levels for UK ethnic minority population groups. The original Nottingham trial of FOBT screening did not record uptake by ethnic group, and a subsequent trial of mass screening by flexible sigmoidoscopy had also not provided any data on ethnic uptakes.

However, in the USA uptake of CRC screening by ethnic minority groups is reported to be even lower than uptake of breast and cervical cancer screening. Similarly, a Swedish study of CRC screening in a diverse population has identified lower uptake levels among older (age >64 years) immigrants; with uptakes of 44% compared with 69% for the whole age group. Research emerging from the USA has consistently identified lower FOBT uptake levels for a range of ethnic minority groups, both in established populations such as African Americans and in more recent immigrant populations, including Koreans, Japanese, Chinese, and south east Asians. A few studies have looked at sociodemographic characteristics (for example, income or education level) from ethnic diversity, and found that sociodemographic factors cannot fully explain the observed variations in uptake, especially for older people.

Most US studies conclude that interventions should be developed to increase knowledge, improve risk perception, and facilitate access to CRC screening for minority populations, but there remains little or no research examining what form of intervention might be most effective or cost effective.
After the implementation of the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000, the NHS must consider the implications for racial equality of every action or policy. Access to services should be viewed in the context of this major new requirement.
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